Directions

Step 1: Remove all four wheels from vehicle. Calipers don’t need to be removed. Don’t remove brake line.

Step 2: Clean surfaces to be painted with **POR-15 Caliper Cleaner**. Spray on the cleaner and brush out dirt and grime with a small scrub brush and toothbrush. Wear protective gloves and glasses when cleaning your calipers. Read directions on caliper cleaner container before using.

Step 3: Wash cleaned caliper thoroughly with water and dry with clean towel. Now spray on **POR-15 Caliper Prep** and keep surface wet for 10 minutes. Then wash off caliper prep with water and dry thoroughly.

Step 4: Mask off the area **not** to be painted. Tape off brake bleeder screw, brake lines, and caliper piston boots.

Step 5: Open the small can of **POR-15 Rust Preventive Paint** and stir, making sure the contents are thoroughly mixed. Using a foam brush (included in your kit) paint the caliper evenly, making sure the coating is evenly applied but not to the point where the paint runs. Because this is a rust preventive coating you want to be sure you don’t miss any spots which could rust later if not covered.

Step 6: When your POR-15 coating is just dry to the touch, with slight finger-drag remaining, open your can of **POR-15 Caliper Paint**, stir thoroughly, and apply the first coat in thin but even strokes. When the first coat is dry (3 – 4 hours), apply a second coat to achieve a beautiful ceramic-like finish. Congratulations…you should be proud of your work. You’ve used the finest caliper painting kit in the World and have achieved total rust prevention as well.

**NOTE:** Unlike other kits, your POR-15 Caliper Paint Kit **does not** contain highly flammable solvents which leave a residue on your calipers, making them difficult to paint properly. **Your POR-15 kit contains a water-based highly effective cleaner, which cleans calipers better and doesn’t leave residues; however, we recommend you wear protective gloves and goggles when using this kit to avoid the possibility of any chemical irritating your skin or eyes.**

**Information on box:** Your **POR-15 Caliper Paint Kit** does not contain highly flammable and dangerous chemicals that other kits contain. While these dangerous and flammable chemicals may clean your calipers, **they also leave residues on the metal which prevent you from achieving the best paint finish possible.** **POR-15 guarantees the POR-15 Caliper Paint Kit will deliver a superior result or your money back.**

Contents:

- 1 – quart Caliper Cleaner
- 1 – 4 oz POR-15 Rust Preventive Paint
- 1 – roll masking tape
- 1 – 8 oz Caliper Prep
- 1 – 8 oz Caliper Paint
- 2 – foam brushes
- 1 – directions to do the job right
- 2 – pair rubber gloves

**Warnings:** POR-15, Inc. is not liable for any damage or injury resulting from misuse of this product or failure to follow instructions as written above. **Do Not** use POR-15 Caliper Paint on braking surfaces such as discs, drums, brake pads or shoes. If paint comes in contact with these surfaces, clean immediately or replace parts. Read all instructions thoroughly before use. Product should be applied in a well-ventilated, dust-free environment between 56 and 86 degrees Fahrenheit. Brake dust may contain asbestos. Wear safety glasses and NIOSH approved face mask when cleaning brake components. Block tires to keep vehicle from moving. Use jack stands when working underneath vehicles.